OLIVE OIL:
THE CONTEMPORARY INDUSTRY of Antiquity

If one had to choose a single word to describe an olive, it would be ‘versatile’. Olive oil was used daily to light the Menorah in the Bais Hamikdash. Our first introduction to olive oil was the Shemen Hamishcha, an infused olive oil with a unique blend of spices used to anoint melachim, kohanim and klei haMikdash. Moreover, the yonah (dove) brought back an olive branch to Noach in the ark, and our baseline halachic measurement for eating something significant is a “k’zayis”, the size of an olive.1 The Gemara in Brochos tells us that if one sees an olive in a dream, it is a sign of peace; if one sees an olive branch, it is a sign of Torah scholarship.

There is an opinion in the Midrash that the fruit of the Eitz Hadai, Tree of Knowledge, was from an olive tree. Additionally, Asher (one of Yaakov’s sons) inherited a portion of Eretz Yisroel that was blessed with an abundance of olive oil and was steeped in beauty and radiance. Furthermore, olives were one of the seven species, that personifies the uniqueness of Eretz Yisroel. Can any one fruit tree boast such diversification?

Today, the olive oil industry has grown exponentially and table olives have taken a more prominent place on the health conscious condiment platter. STAR-K went to the ancient epicenter of table olives – Greece – to research the table olive industry and the kashrus concerns involved. Let’s begin.

THE ORIGIN OF OLIVES

It seems that the olive tree had its beginnings in the cradle of civilization, the region corresponding to ancient Persia and Mesopotamia. The olive plant later spread from these countries to nearby territories corresponding to present day Syria, Lebanon, and beyond. The olive was one of the mainstays that co-existed with our cuisine for thousands of years. Cookbook historians have posited that the most ancient evidence of olive cultivation is found in Syria, Israel and Crete, olives were grown commercially in ancient Crete. Furthermore, it is quite possible that olives were the source of wealth of the Minoan civilization.

Olive oil – the liquid gold of the ancients – was touted for its nutritional, medicinal, and cosmetic value. As a fuel, olive oil illuminated the home; as a food ingredient, it was a feast to the palate. Olive oil production is one of the world’s oldest industries which has not changed much over the millennia.

Numerous olive oil brochures of the Mediterranean coastal region proudly claim that the olive oil industry dates back to over 5,000 years. This is demonstrated by the discovery of a 5,000 year old olive oil earthenware vessel in Turkey. Shemen zayis, as mentioned in the Torah, is one of the seven special species of Eretz Yisroel. The Torah requires the purest of pure olive oil, shemen zayis zach, to light the Menorah. Olive oil was an integral part of the service in the Bais Hamikdash. The olive branch is considered a symbol of peace and was also brought back to Noach’s ark by the dove, signaling that the end of their year-long confinement during the flood was in sight.

Today, olive oil’s popularity has dramatically increased and has taken the health conscious market by storm. Premium quality olive oil under reliable kosher certification is imported from Crete, Greece, Italy, Morocco, Spain, Turkey, Tunisia, and Australia as well as Chile, California (U.S.), Argentina and, of course, Israel.

What is the difference between the processing of olive oil and other vegetable oils? What exactly is extra virgin olive oil? Are there additional kashrus concerns? Let us take a closer look at this industry of antiquity.

WHAT IS VEGETABLE OIL?

Olive, corn, soybean and all other seed oils fall into the general category known as vegetable oils. Vegetable oil is one of the liquid substances that is extracted from the vegetable and is almost entirely made up of the fat of the vegetable. It can be liquid at room temperature, as in the case of corn, cottonseed, soybean, or olive oil. Cocoa butter, coconut, or palm oil are all solid at room temperature.
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1. See sidebar article, K’zayis: A Guide To Halachic Food Measurements.
Some vegetable oils are extracted from the seed of the vegetable as in corn, soybeans, peanuts, hazelnuts, and sunflowers. Some vegetable oils come from the “fruit of the vegetable,” as in olive and palm.

A variety of processes are used to extract oils. Chemical extraction uses heat and solvents. Cold pressing, also known as physical or mechanical extraction, does not use processing aids and is unique to olive oil. Most varieties of vegetable and seed oils are expressed through chemicals and/or heat.

There are two types of oil extraction that differ from the cold pressing. One method called chemical extraction uses high heat and a solvent, such as hexane, to draw out the oil. The solvent is then evaporated, leaving behind the vegetable oil. Expeller pressing is another method of oil extraction which expresses the vegetable oil through high heat and pressure. The freshly extracted vegetable oil is known as crude vegetable oil and is dark and generally bitter, often with an unpleasant taste, thus necessitating further refining before becoming an edible oil.

THE COLD PRESSING MIRACLE

Olive oil is truly one of Hashem’s unique creations since it is the only fruit oil that can be extracted through cold pressing. This means that the oil need only be squeezed out; no further refining is required, as it is ready for consumption. Although the heavy grindstones and millstones that crushed and expressed the olive oil in ancient times have given way to mechanical crushers and centrifuges, cold pressing extraction has remained virtually unchanged. The olive oil’s quality is rated by its acidity content. If there is little free acidity content, this supreme quality olive oil is labeled extra extra virgin; up to 0.8% acidity, the oil is considered extra virgin; from 0.8 to 2% acidity is virgin olive oil. These naturally squeezed oils are robust, flavorful, and full-bodied. The oil is filtered through a cold filter press and is ready to go.

In the event that the acidity level of the cold pressed olive oil is too high or other quality parameters do not fall within the specification for the category (including the presence of organoleptic defects), the oil would not be considered acceptable for consumption. Consequently, it would be necessary to refine this oil in a similar manner as other crude vegetable and seed oils.

REFINING OIL

Four basic steps are used to refine oil: Neutralization, Separation, Bleaching and Deodorizing.

Neutralization and Separation: When an oil is neutralized, sodium hydroxide (also known as caustic soda) is added to lower the acidity level. This neutralizes the acidity of the crude oil by combining with the oil to create a sodium salt, which is then filtered out from the oil and used for soap stock. The neutralized oil is then ready for bleaching.

Bleaching: Diatomaceous earth is added to bleach to absorb the dark colored particles of the oil, in order to give it a clear color.

Deodorization: Any unusual smell is then eliminated through a process known as deodorization. The oil is heated to very high temperatures in a 12 meter tall deodorizer. A vacuum and high heat remove any smell. The result is a clear, odorless, refined vegetable oil.

In the event that a refinery processes only vegetable oil, the kashrus issues regarding equipment are minimal. In the past, it was customary for many of the oil refineries in the U.S. to refine tallow and rendered beef fat or lard, as well as vegetable oil, on the same equipment. Cleaning and kosherizing a 12 meter high deodorizer that has been deodorizing tallow is nearly impossible. Just ask any housewife who has to clean a greasy, oily, caked-on frying pan and then multiply it by 12 meters! Consequently, many reliable kashrus agencies would not kosher certify vegetable oil that was deodorized on a common animal/vegetable deodorizer. Although animal/vegetable refineries have greatly diminished in the past 20 years, they still exist and the kashrus issues in an animal/vegetable plant are still critical. Due to these issues, any refined vegetable oil or product containing vegetable oil requires reliable kosher certification.

NAMING THE OLIVE OIL

We often see many varieties of olive oil stocked alongside extra virgin olive oil that are sold under the following “noms de market”: pure olive oil, extra light, or refined pomace olive oil. What are they? Pure olive oil is a combination of extra virgin and refined olive oil. Extra light is a similar combination of the two oils, where the percentage of extra virgin olive oil is very low and may be considered almost entirely achieved through refined olive oil. Pomace olive oil is the oil obtained by a solvent (chemical) extraction from the solid part (residue of pulp, skin, pits, etc.) of the olives after first extraction of the oil. After cold pressing, the pressed olive pulp undergoes secondary high heat chemical extractions in order to remove any residual olive oil from the olive stock. This crude oil, also known as pomace oil, would be subjected to the same refining processes as other crude vegetable oils. Refined pomace oil is combined with a small amount of extra virgin or virgin olive oil to produce what it is called pomace olive oil. Usually, pomace olive oil is used in manufacturing applications such as the olive oil found in canned sardines. It can also be sold as a consumer item.

KOSHER OIL TRANSPORT

The Talmud relates that when Daniel was in the court of Nevuchadnezer, King of Babylon, he refrained from eating unsupervised olive oil because he suspected that the oil may have been adulterated or contaminated. Furthermore, Daniel suspected that the vessels that held the oil could have been smeared with non-kosher fats or oils. The Talmud questions whether or not the rabbis should permit unsupervised olive oil. This was subject to many opinions. The Talmud concludes that Rabbi Yehuda Nasia and his rabbinical court permitted this oil. According to halacha, there is no rabbinical prohibition of shemen akum.

Is there a real concern for olive oil adulteration today? Given that extra virgin olive oil is such a high end commodity, adulteration is very inviting and very troubling. Quality control standards stipulate that each production of extra virgin olive oil must undergo a battery of quality control testing to assure its integrity. It was assumed that with the producer’s reputation on the line, olive oil adulteration would be almost impossible.

1. It is interesting to note, due to our renewed interest in a healthy diet another seed oil has captured the interest of consumers, namely grape seed oil. Grape seed oil is extracted from the seed of the grape. These seeds are the byproduct of the grape crush after the grape juice has been pressed, and indeed contain a small content of grape juice that is recovered after the first crush. Grape seed oil cannot be extracted from a moist seed. The seed must be washed and completely dried before processing into grape seed oil. This oil would also require reliable kosher certification.

2. Avoda Zora 35B and 36A.
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Over the years, however, there have been allegations regarding the compromise of olive oil in various oil facilities, especially with the proliferation of many food service brands. In fact, a U.S. congressional committee is proposing that the FDA begin testing olive oil imports and olive oil from supermarket shelves.

The North American Olive Oil Association (NAOOA) was created to work on behalf of the olive oil industry on legislative and regulatory issues to promote and educate consumers about the value and benefits of olive oil. It also serves as a voice of integrity in an industry that has been subjected to alleged improprieties. Furthermore, the NAOOA has repeatedly voiced these concerns to the International Olive Oil parent body, the International Olive Oil Council (the IOC), without any satisfactory resolve.

Finally, the NAOOA decided to take matters into its own hands by implementing an olive oil seal program, similar to an olive oil kosher certification, in order to create a U.S. standard of identity for olive oil. Companies that agree to participate in the seal program must pay an annual fee and submit samples for periodic testing. The intention of the seal program is to discourage would-be olive oil adulterers. However, companies must be willing to participate. Moreover, food service consumers such as restaurants and hotels are more concerned with the bottom line price rather than aesthetics and quality; consequently, the seal program is a hard sell. In fact, the company that spearheaded the USDA Quality Monitored seal program and regularly opens itself to product testing is one of STAR-K’s premier Baltimore-based companies, Pompeian Olive Oil Co.

Consequently, STAR-K requires kosher certification on all types of olive oil, including extra virgin. There is a contractual agreement between the manufacturer and the kashrus organizations, as well as an extra set of eyes that inspect the facilities. Unfortunately, allegations refuse to go away.

One of the alleged “counterfeit” oils that has been known to pass as a genuine olive oil when blended together with olive oil, and possibly squeaks by certain purity parameters including the Delta-7 stigmastenol content for olive oil adulteration, is hazelnut oil. However, due to the fact that the overwhelming majority of oils are unregulated, products labeled as “olive oil” can be mixed with seed oils and go undetected! The outcry for government regulation indicates a real problem. Nevertheless, the kosher consumer should be informed regarding the allegations and responsive action taken by the NAOOA in implementing the seal program. Any olive oil, cold pressed or refined, should be purchased with reliable kosher certification. Furthermore, it is comforting for the kosher consumer to note that olive oil producing countries do not refine any animal fats in their oil refineries.

The issues concerning the transport of kosher vegetable oils from global ports is as real today as it was in Nevuchadnezer’s court. Wooden casks, clay jugs and leather flasks have been replaced with 55 gallon drums, five gallon tins and plastic bottles. New drums and packaging solve the concerns of retail packaging. However, the new reality of reusable plastic flex tankers and the age-old issue of common carrier transport in trucks and ocean vessels is a real kashrus issue. The problem with shipping kosher oil in a common shipping vessel is further exacerbated, due to possible contamination of kosher oil from non-kosher wine vinegar and/or animal based fats, as well as chemicals shipped in adjoining shipping compartments.

Kosher truck transport has been a front burner issue, as well. Trucking companies sensitive to the kashrus concerns of kosher certification agencies have set aside dedicated carriers or kosherization protocol for common carriers. The problem of common shipping carriers has been solved by establishing criteria for kosher food transport in shipping vessels with the cooperation of tanker transport companies. The kosher criteria are as follows: The last three shipments prior to the transporting of kosher certified product have to be kosher grade products. During the transport of the kosher certified product, no non-kosher product can be shipped in adjoining compartments of the vessel. Although tallow production is uncommon in olive oil producing countries, tallow-based shipments of products such as glycerin from foreign countries are not uncommon. Therefore, oil refineries still require kosher certification.

PESACH, SEED OILS AND ENZYMES

As previously noted, seed oils such as corn and soybean which are not used for Pesach are commonly refined in the same facility that produces extra virgin olive oil. The holding tanks for extra virgin olive oil are always separated from the seed oils. At times, there could be a commingling of common filters, fillers, and hoses. While not a widespread practice, enzymes may have been used to help extract more oil during olive processing/preserving. The enzyme used requires reliable kosher certification, and while not certified for Pesach, those commonly used in the industry are kosher year-round. In light of the contemporary kashrus issues surrounding extra virgin olive oil, this type of oil requires reliable kosher certification.
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Leadership in Kashrus Education
Olive cultivation found its way to ancient Greek life and culture – ‘yaft elokim l’yefes’. The ancient Greeks used to coat themselves with olive oil as a matter of grooming and good health. Olive oil was used to anoint kings and athletes in ancient Greece and was burned in the sacred lamps of temples. It also served as the “Eternal Flame” of the original Olympic games, and victors were crowned with its leaves. The presence of olive trees was recorded by the Greek father of botany, Theophrastus, who noted that olive trees grew in the Athenian region of Greece and generally endured for about 200 years. What B’neti Yisroel used for kodesh, Yavan (Greece) used for chol.

**CULTIVATION – THREE TREES**

Traditionally, three olive trees were grown twisted together. As explained by an olive tree farmer, the chut hameshulash – three twisted trees – provides much needed strength and resilience. Olive trees live to produce for hundreds of years. As we will see, modern day harvesting methods utilize single tree cultivation.

**FRUIT HARVESTING**

Table olives are classified into three groups, according to the degree of ripeness achieved before harvesting:

Green olives - picked when they have obtained full size, but before the ripening cycle has begun. Usually shades of green to yellow.

Semi-ripe or turning-color olives - picked at the beginning of the ripening cycle, when the color has begun to change to multi-color shades of red to brown. Only the skin is colored, as the flesh of the fruit lacks pigmentation at this stage, unlike that of ripe olives.

Black olives or ripe olives - picked at full maturity when fully ripe. Found in assorted shades ranging from purple to brown to black.

Olives are harvested in the autumn and winter. In the Northern Hemisphere, green olives are picked at the end of September to about the middle of November. Blonde olives are picked from the middle of October to the end of November, and black olives are collected from the middle of November to the end of January or early February. However, the time varies in each country per season and cultivar.

The traditional approach to harvesting involves standing on a ladder and “milking” the olives into a sack tied around the harvester’s waist; this method produces high quality oil. Today, olives are harvested by shaking the boughs “milking” the olives into a sack tied around the harvester’s waist; this method produces high quality oil. Today, olives are harvested by shaking the boughs or the whole tree. Using olives found lying on the ground can result in poor quality oil due to damage; therefore, a blanket is laid around the tree to catch the fallen olives.

Another mechanical procedure uses a device called an oli-net that wraps around the tree trunk and opens to form an umbrella-like catcher from which workers collect the fruit. An additional harvesting technique employs the use of an electric tool called ‘the oliviera’ which has large tongs that spin around quickly to remove the fruit from the tree. Olives harvested through these techniques are used for oil. Machine harvesting prefers a single trunk olive tree to effectively remove the fruit from the tree. Olives harvested through these techniques are used for oil. Machine harvesting prefers a single trunk olive tree to effectively shake the olives off in an efficient manner.

Table olive varieties are more difficult to harvest, as workers must take care not to damage the fruit. Baskets that hang around the worker’s neck are used. In Greece, the olives are harvested by hand because the terrain is too mountainous for machines. As a result, the fruit is not bruised and produces a superior finished product. This method also involves saving off branches, which is healthy for future production.

**CLASSIFYING TABLE OLIVES**

Most countries classify olives by size. Spanish olives, such as gordal and manzilina, describe the trees that bear that particular table olive variety. Greek table olives are classified by their regions of origin.

**Greek Olives**

The list of Greek olives is varied and quite lengthy. Below are some examples of popular Greek olives:

---

1. Note: It is important to emphasize that the terms of volume are not weight. For example, a k’zayis of cake will volumetrically equal a k’zayis of potato soup but the weight of the potato soup will exceed the weight of the cake.

2. Tractate Yoma 8a (see: Rashi) says that the amount one can fill his entire mouth (both cheeks) is greater than a revi’is hence, a ml lugmav (one cheekful) is often referred to as “revi’is revi’is.” This fact is the basis of calculating the volume of a k’zayis. If a revi’is is less than two cheekfuls, and two cheekfuls equal two eggs (available nowadays – see Hosh hanidkach 221:3), and one egg nowadays has a volume of 101 ml, this means a revi’is must be less than 38 ml. A revi’is equals 1.5 brachos (at the time of Chazal). This means 1.5 brachos are less than 38 ml. One ml is almost 30 ml. If a revi’is is less than 38 ml, this means one needs to eat at least two eggs and one k’zayis (half of a k’zayis) is equal to a 2/3 of a revi’is.

3. Literally, “the size of an olive.”

4. Shulchan Aruch, Orach Chaim (henceforth, all references to Shulchan Aruch refer to Orach Chaim (1866).

5. An af-fish has never been eaten in any other food a brocha acharona is not recited. An additional one half must be eaten in order to say the brocha acharona. A brocha acharona is required even for any amount less than a k’zayis from which one is deriving benefit.

6. When eating bread or cake, one should calculate in his mind whether it has a volume of 38 ml (e.g., whether it has the volume of a golf ball). It is impossible to state how many...
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1. Amphissis is a common Greek table olive grown in Amfissa, central Greece. Amfissa olives enjoy protected designation of origin status and are equally good for olive oil extraction. The olive grove of Amfissa, which consists of 1,200,000 olive trees, is a part of a protected natural landscape.

2. Thassos, the only cultivar that can be eaten straight from the tree when ripe.

3. Other regions include Conservolea, Halkidiki, Koroneiki and Mегаритикі (table olive varieties).

4. Kalamata, a large purple olive with a smooth, meaty texture named after the city of Kalamata in southern Peloponnesse, Greece. Often used as table olives, they are traditionally preserved in wine vinegar or olive oil. Even after processing, they contain low levels of polyphenol giving them a slightly bitter taste and a need for flavoring.

Salt-cured or citric acid is often added to the fermentation stage to stabilize the process.

Sicilian or Greek method (olives with fermentation) - applied to green, semi-ripe and ripe olives. The olives are placed directly in fermentation vessels full of brine (8-12% NaCl [salt]) which is changed on a regular basis to help remove the phenolic (bitter) compounds. Caustic treatment is avoided, and lactic, acetic, or citric acid is often added to the fermentation stage to stabilize the process.

Salt-cured (olives with minor fermentation) - applied to ripe olives only and usually produced in Morocco, Turkey, and other eastern Mediterranean countries. Once picked, the olives are vigorously washed and packed in alternating layers with salt. The high concentrations of salt draw the moisture out of olives, dehydrating and shriveling them until they look somewhat out of olives, dehydrating and shriveling them until they look somewhat like a raisin. After being packed in salt, fermentation is minimal and they are sold in their natural state without any additives.

Water-cured (olives with fermentation) - can be applied to green, semi-ripe or ripe preparations. Olives are soaked in water or weak brine (salt water). This solution is changed on a daily basis for 10-14 days. Fermentation takes place during the water treatment stage. Sometimes, the olives are lightly cracked with a hammer or a stone to trigger fermentation and speed up the fermentation process. Once debittered, the olives are brined to concentrations of 8-12% NaCl (salt) and are ready to eat.

PITTING/STUFFING/FLAVORING AND THE QUEST FOR KOSHER KALAMATA

Not all table olives are created equal, neither are they sold as whole varieties. There are different procedures for flavoring and dressing up the drab green table olive. First and foremost is the famous red strip of pimento that is stuffed into the pitted olive. Do not think for one moment that there is a table of ladies painfully inserting little red strips of red pepper into tiny holes. There are high speed pitting machines that feed strips of pimento paste into the freshly pitted hole in one fell swoop. In fact, there is a whole industry dedicated to pimento paste which produces the red stuffing that famously compliments its green hosts.

However, artisan olive producers do stuff their pitted olives by hand with lemon, almonds and garlic, as well as other varieties including cheese. Some of these stuffed olives would require full-time kosher supervision, such as table slices of bread equal a k’zayis, as bakeries and bread companies bake bread in many different sizes.

On the first two nights of Pesach, one should eat two k’zayisim of matzah at Motzi Matzah. This is equivalent to approximately one half of a standard size machine matzah, or 1/4 of an average hand matzah. If eating this amount is too difficult, one may eat one k’zayis – i.e., 1/4 of a machine matzah or 1/4 of an average size hand matzah. A k’zayis is also the amount of marror one must eat to fulfill that mitzvah.

II. K’beitzah Measurement - Two k’zayisim, 2.53 fl. oz. (75 ml) – The k’beitzah measurement is relevant to numerous halachos throughout the year. It is equivalent to the size of approximately two golf balls. When washing before eating bread, one recites the brocha of Al Nittilas Yadayim only if one intends to eat a k’beitzah of bread.

It is preferable for one to eat more than a k’beitzah of bread at each of the three Shabbos meals and two Yom Tov meals. Similarly, on the first two nights of Sukkos ideally one should eat this amount of bread in the sukkah.

During the rest of Sukkos, if one eats more than a k’beitzah of bread or cake, a brocha of “Layshev B’sukkah” is recited.

As with all halacha, for a definitive psak one must consult his rav.

(Continued from a previous Kashrus Kurrents article, The Guide to Halachic Food Measurements, which can be found at www.star-k.org.)

6. Shulchan Aruch 675:1, 7. A k’zayis is also a commonly used shivir with regard to “oshen.” In the days of the Sanhedrin, if after being warned one ate a k’zayis of non-kosher food or milk and meat that were cooked together, he was considered mullus. Eating less than a k’zayis (known as chatzis shivir) is also prohibited (see b’zayis (but there is no onsh in either case). 8. Literally, “like the size of an egg” - also pronounced k’beitzah. 9. Shulchan Aruch 639:22. If eating less than a k’zayis, one may eat one 1/4 of a machine matzah or 1/4 of an average size hand matzah. A k’beitzah is also the amount of marror one must eat to fulfill that mitzvah.

During the rest of Sukkos, if one eats more than a k’beitzah of bread or cake, a brocha of “Layshev B’sukkah” is recited.

As with all halacha, for a definitive psak one must consult his rav.

(Continued from a previous Kashrus Kurrents article, The Guide to Halachic Food Measurements, which can be found at www.star-k.org.)
MYTH #1: Every oven that has a Sabbath mode is certified by STAR-K.
FACT: An oven that has a Sabbath mode may or may not be certified by STAR-K. In fact, the same company may manufacture some ovens which have a STAR-K certified Sabbath mode and other ovens with a Sabbath mode which do not have any certification at all. One can verify an oven is STAR-K certified by consulting the oven’s manual, calling us (410-484-4110), or looking at the list on STAR-K’s website (www.star-k.org/appliances).

REASON: STAR-K does not own the copyright to the term “Sabbath mode” and cannot prevent a company from using those words.

MYTH #2: A person who does not intend to raise or lower the oven temperature may use any oven on Shabbos and Yom Tov, and there is no reason to use an oven which has a STAR-K Sabbath mode.
FACT: When using an oven on Shabbos or Yom Tov, it may be necessary to put it into STAR-K Sabbath mode even if the temperature will not be adjusted.

REASON: Even if the temperature will not be adjusted, an oven needs to be put into STAR-K Sabbath mode in order to disable the 12 hour automatic shut-off and to prevent any lights or icons from going on or off.

MYTH #3: When an oven is in STAR-K Sabbath mode, it may be used on Shabbos in the same way that it is used every other day of the week.
FACT: When an oven is in STAR-K Sabbath mode, the oven temperature may neither be adjusted nor turned on or off on Shabbos. Putting an oven into STAR-K Sabbath mode does not permit these activities on Shabbos.

REASON: The thermostatic controls are not disabled by putting the oven into STAR-K Sabbath mode. Therefore, changing the oven temperature will affect when the flame goes on and off. Even if there is no immediate change, causing a flame to go on or off after a time delay is generally forbidden on Shabbos.

MYTH #4: When an oven is in STAR-K Sabbath mode, it may be used on Yom Tov in the same way that it is used every other day of the week.
FACT: When an oven is in STAR-K Sabbath mode, the temperature may be raised on Yom Tov as needed and may be lowered in order to prevent food from getting burnt or ruined. The temperature should not be lowered on Yom Tov if it is not necessary, and the oven may not be turned on or off.

REASON: When an oven is in STAR-K Sabbath mode, changing the temperature setting will not result in any immediate change of temperature. Rather, the oven temperature will change after a short time delay. Causing a change of temperature after a time delay is permissible on Yom Tov.

It would theoretically be possible to create various electronic devices with such a time delay feature, such as a Yom Tov telephone and a Yom Tov radio. However, that would denigrate the honor of Yom Tov. Therefore, if the consumer does not care whether or not that flame is extinguished, it may be allowed.

MYTH #5: When an oven is in STAR-K Sabbath mode during Shabbos, the oven door may be opened in order to remove some food, then closed, and subsequently opened once again in order to remove more food.
FACT: On Shabbos, when an oven is in STAR-K Sabbath mode and the oven door is opened, all of the food in the oven must be removed before closing the door. On Yom Tov, it is not necessary to remove all of the food when the oven door is opened.

REASON: When the oven door is opened, the thermostat will register the change in temperature and cause the flame to go on sooner than usual. As mentioned above, causing a flame to go on after a time delay is generally forbidden on Shabbos. However, if all of the food is removed from the oven then the flame which goes on in the now empty oven is not forbidden or wanted. An unwanted melacha which occurs after a time delay is permitted on Shabbos.

MYTH #6: When an oven is in STAR-K Sabbath mode, cold fully-cooked food may be put into the oven on Shabbos.
FACT: Cold fully cooked food may not be put into an oven on Shabbos, even when the oven is in STAR-K Sabbath mode.

REASON: As mentioned above, when an oven is in STAR-K Sabbath mode and the oven door is opened on Shabbos, all of the food in the oven must be removed. For the same reason, no additional food can be placed in the oven. Additionally, if the food had not previously been on the fire on Shabbos, Chazel lorbade putting even fully cooked food onto a fire on Shabbos.

MYTH #7: When an oven is in STAR-K Sabbath mode, opening and closing the door does not cause the oven light to go on or off.
FACT: In some ovens, if the oven light is off it will automatically go on so that the light stays on for the whole Shabbos. This is clearly explained in the manual of any oven which has this feature.

REASON: Programming an oven with a Sabbath mode feature will affect the circuitry which runs the oven. However, the oven light may have its own circuitry which is independent from the circuitry that runs the oven. Therefore, the Sabbath mode feature may not affect the oven light.

MYTH #8: Some ovens have a feature which automatically turns the flame of the oven off immediately when the oven is opened, and turns the flame back on again when the oven is closed.
FACT: Some ovens are designed so that the flame is extinguished immediately when the oven door is opened. Putting an oven in STAR-K Sabbath mode delays this automatic shut-off, but does not disable it completely. The STAR-K Sabbath mode also delays the reigniting of the flame after the oven door is closed, but does not disable it completely. This delayed shut-off and resumption of the flame is not of halachic consequence.

REASON: Causing a flame to shut off after a time delay is permitted on Shabbos if the consumer does not care whether or not that flame is extinguished. Furthermore, since all food must be removed from an oven once the door is opened on Shabbos, the consumer will have no further benefit from the flame when it reignites. Therefore, the delayed extinguishing of the flame when the oven door is opened and subsequent delayed resumption of the flame when the door is closed are permissible on Shabbos.

MYTH #9: Some STAR-K certified ovens come with a cast-iron griddle attachment that is seasoned with a STAR-K kosher certified seasoning.
FACT: The company that produces this oven griddle currently uses kosher vegetable oil for the seasoning. However, as stated in the manuals for these ovens, STAR-K does not give a hashgacha on the seasoning process and advises the purchaser to kosher the griddle before use. This can be accomplished by washing the griddle with soap in lukewarm water and then putting it into the oven at 350° for 45 minutes.

REASON: STAR-K does not have a contract to provide hashgacha for the seasoning of these oven griddles.

MYTH #10: STAR-K certification of Sabbath mode ovens has proceeded without incident. If a person notices anything surprising about his STAR-K Sabbath mode oven, he need not contact STAR-K.
FACT: Certain ovens have recently been redesigned in a manner that compromises the Sabbath mode. STAR-K has recently issued alerts on certain models of Bosch, LG and Samsung ovens. These alerts are available at www.star-k.org/sabbath-mode-updates. If you have any questions or concerns about a STAR-K Sabbath mode oven, please contact us.

REASON: Oversights do happen, and consumers are requested to contact us if they see anything unusual about any STAR-K certified product. STAR-K appreciates it when people call with information.
Olives to the rules of vinegar is used for flavor, the brine. This gave Kalamata olives a delicious taste. Wine require flavoring. The traditional Greek recipe for seasoning brining Kalamata olives still have a slightly bitter taste and all the “kosher clamoring”? As mentioned earlier, even after completely different and is not compatible with pimento fillers. However, the feed line for fish is fish-stuffed olives are filled by machine in the same facility olives stuffed with anchovy or tuna paste. Typically, these fish-stuffed olives are filled by machine in the same facility.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5

What is unique about the flavored Kalamata olives and why answer– glacial acetic acid, otherwise known as synthetic, is used for flavoring. This was an economic benefit to the Kalamata producer. Glacial acetic acid is highly concentrated, hence a much cheaper alternative to its non-kosher counterpart.

Despite the price differential and the overwhelming industry-wide use of glacial acetic acid for export, there have been allegations that companies were substituting real wine vinegar for synthetic equivalent.3 In order to assure that quality, kosher is not compromised, kashrus agencies in Greece certify kosher Kalamata table olives while a mashgiach is on site at the facility approving the kosher Kalamata production. This ensures that kosher quality and taste are not compromised and, once again, kosher Kalamatas can find themselves b’shulchonei Shem’. Kashrus Kurrents would like to thank Mrs. Deborah Anastasopoulos, of Olympic Co. for her assistance with the preparation of this article.

3. These allegations threw a virtual monkey wrench into the kosher Kalamata industry.

LEADERSHIP IN KASHRUS EDUCATION
STAR-K Announces Certification of MYLANTA PRODUCTS
by: Margie Pensak

Over-the-counter (OTC) pharmaceutical products that have kosher certification are far and few between. That is why the announcement of STAR-K certification on various Mylanta brand antacid and anti-gas products is monumental.

Kosher consumers can now find Mylanta Liquid Antacid & Anti-Gas (Maximum Strength Classic, Maximum Strength Vanilla Caramel, and Tonight Soothing Honey Chamomile) and Mylanta Gas Minis (Assorted Fruit, Cherry, and Mint Tablets), distributed by INFIRST HEALTHCARE under license from McNeil Consumer Pharmaceuticals Co., on shelves throughout the U.S. at national retailers such as Walmart and Walgreens.

“Pharmaceuticals are the ‘last frontier’ of kashrus and, unfortunately, very few OTC pharmaceutical products are kosher certified,” explained STAR-K Kashrus Administrator Rabbi Dovid Heber. “Kosher consumers who require such products are often confronted with questions. A STAR-K certified OTC product is a guarantee for consumers that they are receiving a product that is 100% kosher. Furthermore, all certified products are manufactured only on kosher equipment at a facility that is visited by a STAR-K field representative. We welcome these Mylanta products to our STAR-K family, as they fill a much needed void in the world of kashrus.”

“We are thrilled to expand Mylanta’s accessibility through the launch of our new and improved products and meet the needs of all heartburn sufferers nationwide.” said Gigi Leporati, Mylanta’s Marketing Director.

“For years, STAR-K has been at the forefront of providing much needed information about medication and nutritional supplements,” concluded STAR-K Kosher Certification President Avrom Pollak. “We are particularly pleased to now be able to certify this commonly used and well known nationally distributed brand of antacids.”